
 

 

   SOLUTIONS TO OUTDOOR PROBLEMS by Roger Urbaniak 

Years ago I heard someone recounting an experience of changing a tire on a wilderness country road 

and have a passing car drive over their hubcap with all the lug nuts in it scattering them in a nearby ditch 

full of water.  When asked how they got home, the response was that the borrowed a few lug nuts from 

the other tires which held the spare on long enough to allow him to get back to town.  Recalling this 

story has helped me adjust to other vehicle problems. 

When scouting for spring turkey by myself one year I continued to drive to higher elevations on a 

mountain road looking for logging roads where I might check for signs of turkey.  Eventually I got to an 

elevation where the snow plow quit and a drift blocked the road from further travel.  While turning 

around, my tires went off the pavement and became hopelessly stuck.  Since I was 5 or more miles from 

the nearest house and out of cell phone coverage, I sensed a problem.  Shortly after I left my car for my 

expected long walk, I noticed rocks, brush, and gravel along the shoulder.  Bringing material back to my 

car and jamming it under the tire without traction, I was able to rock the car enough to get back onto 

the pavement.  Now I carry a shovel and sand if I expect bad road. 

Getting lost in the outdoors is perhaps the most common problem for many.  When Daniel Boone was 

asked if he ever got lost, his response was reported to be No, but I got turned around for a few days 

once or twice” My many solutions to avoiding and/or minimizing the problem of getting turned around 

in the outdoors include the following: Tell someone where you are going, leave a note on your car with 

your cell # and expected return time, take a prepacked backpack with anything you might need in an 

emergency, food water, fire  first aid, compass, knife, etc., Take cell phone or gps.  Look around you as 

you leave the car for directional aids to get you back to your car considering sun, distant landmarks, 

stream locations, highway noise, etc. I have written a full article on hunter safety that addresses how to 

deal with the possibility of getting lost in more detail. 

Locking keys in the car or loosing the keys in a wilderness location can be quite inconvenient, especially 

if you do not have cell phone coverage.  For some reason I have been prone to not removing keys from 

the ignition plus I do not have a car that won’t let me lock it with keys inside.  My solution was to make 

two spare keys for my vehicle.  The first key only unlocks the door while the second will actually drive 

the car.  I purchase both of these keys from a locksmith at prices of $5/$55 vrs. going through my car 

dealer at $50/$130 (or $250 if I want remote locking) Using this two key method I am able to hide a key 

on the outside of my car using duct tape as inconspicuously as possible (colors available) and then hiding 

the driving key inside the vehicle where it is easier to find good hiding places.  Using this method keeps 

the possibility of vehicle theft to a minimum.   

Retrieving downed waterfowl landing in water above my boot tops has always been a challenge.  I 

usually carry a change of dry clothes to cover some situations, but have discovered that bringing a 

spinning rod, large float/bobber, some weight for casting and a few treble hooks allows me to get birds 

close enough to shore to reach.   

Recovering birds that you have shot and finding that some of the meat has been wasted because high 

power shells at close range have torn up the flesh was once a frequent problem.  Now I anticipate the 



likely distance that I will be from a bird that might take flight from near me and load my shotgun 

accordingly.  My first shot is usually with a trap load (7.5-8 size bb) then I put in a #6 followed by a #4.  

That way if I miss my first shot, the subsequent shells can still bring down the bird as it gets further 

away.  I only use this during jump shooting hunts as hunting from blinds is hard to predict other than 

long range shots.  My other solution is to work at being a better shot.  After shooing my gun at tin cans 

reasonably close to me, I know how to aim at birds to only shoot the head if they are too close.  This 

helps finish cripples before they can get away without further damaging the flesh.  I have actually taken 

a number of birds in flight that way too.  My general rule of thumb is to pretend that I have a single shot 

weapon for my first shot and really make it count, not firing until I am comfortable that my aim is on the 

bird.  I even can identify a bird that only has a broken wing after my first shot by looking to see if it has 

its hear raised looking for a landing spot.  This sometimes allows a second shot to finish the bird before 

it can hit the ground running.   


